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Editor-in-Chief’s Call for Papers

Dear colleague,
As an Editor-in-Chief, I thank you for your interest in Internet Mathematics, an international, peer reviewed journal focusing on all aspects of complex
networks. Internet Mathematics remains the best and widely cited journal for
fast-breaking developments in the field. The journal has high readership and
impact, and is indexed by prestigious indexes including MathSciNet and Zentralblatt MATH.
The journal recently announced a broadening of its scope to include experimental and empirical works, along with more mathematically oriented papers.
High-quality papers from all areas of complex networks will be accepted, such
as those on the web graph, Internet graph, on-line social networks, wireless networks, and biological networks.
The editors work closely with our new publisher, Taylor & Francis, to deliver
a fast and constructive peer review process. We encourage the submission of
papers electronically by visiting visit: http://journaltool.akpeters.com. Follow
the instructions there to register, log in, and submit the paper. Our instructions
to peer reviewers require them to provide a fair and balanced assessment of your
contributed papers. We endeavour to provide peer reviews within a few months
of submission.
Besides contributions of stand-alone papers, special volumes on topics relevant to Internet Mathematics are especially encouraged. Such volumes may be
associated with a conference; in this case, the journal publishes selected full versions of papers presented at the conference. We also publish special issues on hot
topics in the field of complex networks. For example, upcoming special issues include full papers from the WAW’10 and WAW’11 conferences, as well as special
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issues on wireless networks and biological networks. Please contact us if you are
interested in working with us on a special issue.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Anthony Bonato
Editor-in-Chief
Internet Mathematics

